THE DESTINY OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE
MASTER UNIVERSE AGES

UNIVERSE OF EXPERIMENTATION
The Master Universe Level of Experimentation
is not to be finalized until the Ages of the
Absolute, the Ultimate, and the Supreme
are completed.
The Master Universe is being designed so
that future universe ages can make infinity
partially comprehensible to the creatures
of past universe creation dating from the
Age of Experience. The Age of Experience of
the Supreme has already completed only
about 1/5th of its total work.

OUTER SPACE ZONES

The Master Universe is being designed so that future universe ages can make infinity
partially comprehensible to the creatures of past universe creation dating from the
Age of Experience. The Age of Experience of the Supreme has already completed
only about 1/5th of its total work. It will be very far into the future before we
can even approach the reality of the Destiny of the Master Universe.

SUZ - Superuniverse Zone
OSZ - Outer Space Zones
- Galaxies
- Quatrain Galaxies
- Absolutum Galaxies
- Dark Gravity Bodies

OSZ 5 moves up and over the four outer space levels, the
time universes, and comes to a point where the time
universes currently touch peripheral Paradise.
OSZ 5 will not cover the Isle of Paradise.
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The dome is conditioned, not by the lack of gravity, but by
the lack of coherent control of linear gravity. Gravity that
is absolute contains gluons and gravitons, but it does not
have force fields that draw plasmas out of their confined
shape.

The Four Outer Space Zones
AGE OF THE ULTIMATE
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The Master Universe Age of the Absolute
The Fifth Outer Space Zone - the Absolute Area
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The Supreme has conditioned all reality as it
relates to the Four Outer Space Zones, and
only after God the Ultimate shares these
Supreme concepts and retools them into
eventuated reality, does the space stream
relinquish its control.
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All of the other outer space zones have linear gravity
control inherent in their creation, but OSZ 5 is without
gravity bodies inside of it (although there are gravity
bodies on its perimeter, courtesy of OSZ 4, that conditions
the preceding areas of the Master Universe design).
Therefore, OSZ 5 has to control absolute zero and absolute
materializations inside of itself by forcing these conditions
to remain inside of it as it dare not allow zero gravity and
zero heat to leak into the other zones of the Master
Universe, for that would and could destroy the entire
concept of what the Universal Father is putting into place.

AGE OF THE ABSOLUTE
Space is a comprehensive leash on time, and
as such the leash is removed after the Fourth
Outer Space Zone. Then space becomes a
convenience of extrapolation, moving what
was once constrained by time into the
objective reality of that which is no longer
constrained.

The dome of absolute definitions of experiential creation
are the first three dimensions of creative and purposive
reality. The extension of an absolute zone over the Master
Universe will recognize the up and the down and time and
no time and space and no space. Three dimensions are
inherent in the four outer space levels as well as the
superuniverse level and even in Havona to the degree
they recognize the working objectiveness of the time
universes whom they receive as ascenders.
The dome also has to recognize that its shape is not
defined by the Absolutes themselves, but by the Universal
Father, who does not recognize limitations of purposive
creation of just the experiential universe, but that the
destiny of a multidimensional universe that recognizes its
own further dimensional realities, causes the Father to
release the Consummator of Universe Destiny as a new
reality based on the fulfillment of all experiential reality
plus what the Master Universe will express as an infinite
creation, containing no space universes that encapsulates
the Master Universe.

The Master Universe Age of the Ultimate

Remotion is the primary expression of God
the Ultimate, and transcends the separation
of spirit and matter without time motion
(i.e. the need for sequence). Remotion is the
act of taking back and reissuing conditions
until they reach synchrony with what has
been potentially and pre-eternally
established by Paradise Deity.

OUTER SPACE ZONE 5
The Dome
The gravity bodies in OSZ 4 will trace the elliptical shape
of OSZ 5 by becoming much larger and will become the new
gravity center of the Absolute or Infinite Master Universe.

PRESENT

AGE OF THE SUPREME
Motion is the primary expression of God the
Supreme. The Supreme synthesizes the
relationship between matter and spirit in
order to control spirit and matter with time
and motion. The finalized values of the
Supreme are the Ultimate’s starting points
to produce totally new concepts subject to
infinite integration toward God the Absolute’s
(spaceless without losing space conditioning)
realization.
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Size becomes irrelevant in the new paradigm of the
completed Master Universe. What becomes important is not
its dimensions (they are no longer measurable), but its
creative purpose. Now the idea of existence becomes a
matter for debate as to what it will be like, but where once
distance was a great obstacle in the Master Universe, and
universes became isolated in their developments, the new
Master Universe, now has no obstacles to the prevailing
conditional existence of life in the time and no-time space
universes. Even today, on the Isle of Paradise, one does not
have to move from point A to point B, to get somewhere.
That can be taken care of with thought control and spirit
ascension of insoluble devices only known on Paradise.
The future Master Universe has no positional calculation
anymore because all boundaries are erased including the
use of time. Thus we must introduce the subject of a fourth
dimension that lies only in the absolute levels of the
future Master Universe.
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This fourth dimension is operating in the dome as a
dimensional change to the Master Universe that has
nothing to do with the position of an observer, but has
everything to do with the heart of God.

The Fifth Outer Space Zone and Non-Space
Extension is in reality an extension of
Havona Space Level subdivided into thirtythree inside levels of absolute integration.
AGE OF THE ABSOLUTE OF INFINITY

The Master Universe Age of the Absolute of Infinity

In many ways the Master Universe will now
be conceived as beginning with the Absolute
Area (now called the Fifth Outer Space Zone
and Non-Space Extension), and by gradations,
moves outward toward the old development
of the Supreme in the old Superuniverses.
It appears to the mortal mind that the Master
Universe has turned itself inside out to
become a final expression of the plan by the
Universal Father, the Infinite Spirit, and the
Master Architects of Space to return the
normal progression backwards from present
day observations to the finality of
adjustments needed to make the Master
Universe a finality of choices made by the
Supreme and the Ultimate and God the
Absolute to move inward to the Father Infinite.

The Fifth Outer Space Zone wraps around the Master Universe
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I, Xavier, do process these drawings in accordance with the
standards available to me from software loaned to me by
the Spirit of Truth and the Spirit of Thought, both which are
located on Salvington, and are hereby rescinded to my use
so long as I am not instructed to provide additional
drawings for the Science Officer, Rayson, and Avonal Son
situated on Urantia at the time of the indictment of these
drawings for purposes of education and use in laboratories
throughout the planet of Urantia for now and for all future
time, as that may be defined today or later.

The Master Universe Age of the Infinite

The Quatrain Universes are unique to the
Master Universe since they are designated
as Absolute creations based on the physical
matter known as absolutum, all creatures
and matter then being under the control of
an extension of Peripheral Paradise into
what is now the Havona Space Zone.
The Quatrain Universe Level of Dispensation
Infinity are new universes that have to hear
God the Ultimate and God the Absolute before
they can hear God the Supreme. They are also
controlled from Outer Space Zone 4 and not
directly by Paradise. This is a complete
reversal of what the current universe Age
does for all creatures who take origin in it.
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The Fifth Outer Space Zone has completed
its wrap around the Master Universe
in the far distant future
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FUTURE

The following plats of the Master Universe are given in
accordance with the best information available today. These
facts and dimensions involved are from the direct correlation
of materials supplied to me by Rayson, who spoke through the
Scribe, Ronald Besser, to prepare drawings to show the newly
revealed purposes and shapes and distances involved in the
Grand Universe and the imposition of the Master Universe as
shown in accordance with further guidance from the Ancients
of Days, situated on Uversa, the Capital of Superuniverse
Seven, named Orvonton, and by expressed permission of
Paradise, to allow the drawings prepared by Xavier, to show
actual dimensions in certain cases.
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I am Rayson, and I incline these drawings to be a fair
representation of the actual facts disclosed to me in order
to bring these drawings before the public for educational
and other purposes of demonstration. In these disclaimers
above me, I mention the Scribe, Ronald Besser, who is also
assigned to me to partake of the lessons on Ultimacy and
of the Absolute, views of time and space, and commend
him for bearing with us, Rayson and Xavier, to present
these drawings to the Universal Father on this date as they
are corrected and prepared for publication on Uversa and
Urantia. These words were indicted and the drawings edited
and prepared for publication today, September 15, 2014, and
to which I affix my Seal of Approval. I am Rayson, Science
Officer and Liaison Officer to the Magisterial Mission.

